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Abstract
The thesis is dedicated to characterization
of epitaxial NiTi thin films by non-contact
transient grating spectroscopy which ex-
cites and detects surface acoustic waves
propagating in the media. In situ measure-
ment during thermal cycling confirmed
the properties of the martensitic phase
transition and the transformation temper-
atures of the epitaxial film, and suggested
a presence of R-phase. Angular disper-
sion provided input data for Ritz-Rayleigh
numerical method for calculation of elas-
tic constants, showing that the epitaxial
film is more anisotropic in the martensitic
phase, even though it forms a complex mi-
crostructure of martensitic variants, com-
pared to the single-crystalline austenite.
Also, it was demonstrated that the film
thickness to wavelength ratio plays a key
role in exctracting maximal available infor-
mation about the measured sample since
it directly affects the number of wave
modes propagating in the film and conse-
quent success of the Ritz-Rayleigh inver-
sion.
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sourface acoustic waves, transient grating
spectroscopy, Ritz-Rayleigh numerical
method
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Abstrakt
Diplomová práce se věnuje charakterizaci
epitaxních tenkých vrstev NiTi bezkon-
taktní spektroskopií s přechodovou mříž-
kou, která excituje a detekuje povrchové
akustické vlny šířící se prostředím. In situ
měření během teplotního cyklování potvr-
dilo vlastnosti martenzitického fázového
přechodu a transformační teploty epitaxní
vrstvy, a naznačilo přítomnost R-fáze. Úh-
lová disperze poskytla vstupní data pro
Ritzovu-Rayleighovu numerickou metodu
pro výpočet elastických konstant, ukazu-
jících na vyšší anizotropii epitaxní vrstvy
v martezitické fázi, navzdory tvorbě kom-
plexní mikrostruktury martenzitických va-
riant, v porovnání s monokrystalickým
austenitem. Také bylo ukázáno, že poměr
tloušťky vrstvy a vlnové délky hraje klíčo-
vou roli ve vytěžení maxima možných in-
formací o měřeném vzorku, jelikož přímo
ovlivňuje počet vlnových módů šířících
se vrstvou a následný úspěch Ritzovy-
Rayleighovy inverze.

Klíčová slova: epitaxní tenké vrstvy,
NiTi, povrchové akustické vlny,
spektroskopie s přechodovu mřížkou,
Ritzova-Rayleighova numerická metoda

Překlad názvu: Charakterizace tenkých
vrstev slitiny NiTi pomocí laserově
ultrazvukových metod
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This thesis deals with characterization of epitaxial NiTi thin films by the means
of surface acoustic waves (SAWs) excited and detected with the transient
grating spectroscopy (TGS).

Since the first report in the 1960s, bulk NiTi has become arguably the
most researched and famous shape-memory alloy to date, and yet, there is a
significant gap in the knowledge of the unit-cell elasticity, which is necessary
for better understanding and modelling of its behaviour. Unfortunately, its
prolonged periods of heat transfer limit its utilization in practical applications,
e.g. actuators, where a fast response to temperature change is desired.
Therefore, thin shape-memory films demonstrating more distinct changes in
properties during phase transformation have become the object of interest.
Since 1990s, sputtered NiTi thin films were investigated, however, only
effective elasticity can be determined from polycrystalline material. Since
monocrystalline NiTi enabling determination of elastic constants of the unit
cell is difficult to obtain, the here studied epitaxial thin films, provided by
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, may serve as an alternative.

In the theoretical part, the general principles valid in shape-memory alloys,
specific characteristics of NiTi as well as introduction to various wave types
propagating in the media are described. Further are introduced the principles
and set-up of TGS used to excite and detect the waves in the samples. While
TGS is suitable for measurements of elastic waves with wavelengths in the
order of unit to tens of micrometers (that is, frequencies typically in hundreds
of MHz to low GHz), surface Brillouin spectroscopy (SBS) [1] might serve as
a complimentary technique to TGS, providing information about waves with
wavelengths in the order of hundreds of nanometers (frequencies in units to
tens of GHz [2]). Unfortunately, SBS was omitted due to unexpected technical
reasons. Nevertheless, the information obtained by TGS was sufficient to
calculate elastic constants of the thickest film by the Ritz-Rayleigh numerical
method.

In total, three epitaxial NiTi thin films of various thicknesses were investi-
gated. Although angular dispersion was measured for all of them, thermal
cycling and unit cell elasticity calculation were performed only for the sample
with the highest thickness.
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Chapter 2
Shape-memory effect

The physical key to shape-memory effect, including superelasticity, lies in a
reversible phase transformation. By phase, e.g. austenite and martensite,
is understood an inner arrangement of crystal structure with stable and
uniform properties in a specific thermodynamical region. It was outlined
that modification of the crystalline structure is caused by a change in the
external environment, i.e., a change in temperature, stress, etc; thermal and
mechanical stresses have reciprocal influence.

The shape-memory effect (SME) is categorised according to:. Driving force of martensitic phase formation:.Thermal: at start temperature of martensitic transformation Ms

under no stress.Mechanical: above Ms if stress is applied; see more about stress-
induced martensite (SIM) in [3]. Direction of occurrence:.One-way: the shape change caused by the SME occuring only
upon heating.Two-way; for further information about the principle [3] and about
the introduction of the effect in NiTi [4].

Only the thermal one-way shape-memory effect will be discussed further.
Thermal shape-memory is the ability of a material to restore its original

shape after a thermal load is applied. One-way thermal shape memory
indicates that after a mechanical loading unloading process at low temperature,
an increase in temperature induces a spontaneous recovery of the residual
strains, i.e. of the original, pre-deformation shape.

The transformation related to thermal one-way shape memory and supere-
lasticity in crystalline metallic materials is called the thermoelastic martensitic
transformation, which will be discussed further with emphasis on the phe-
nomena taking place in the NiTi alloy as the subject of this thesis.
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.............................2.1. Thermoelastic martensitic transformation

2.1 Thermoelastic martensitic transformation

Martensitic transformation in shape-memory alloys is a reversible solid-to-
solid phase transformation between phases called austenite and martensite,
see Fig. 2.1, with the following characteristics:. First order transformation: releases heat during martensite formation,

has a hysteresis and a temperature range over which austenite and
martensite coexist.Athermal: the amount of the new phase is usually dependent only upon
temperature, not the amount of time subjected to the temperature.Displacive (in most cases)

The displacive, i.e. diffusionless nature of martensitic transformation indi-
cates that despite the abrupt change of the crystalline lattice parameters and
significant lattice distortion at a specific temperature, the relative positions
of atoms are invariable. The invariability is mediated by a well-coordinated
shear dominant atomic displacement as shown in Fig. 2.1; the displacement
motion between two phases is limited only by the transverse-wave velocity.
The displacements are so small compared to the interatomic distance that
they do not escape the original crystal. Therefore, the volume change can be
very small. However, the related progress of the transformation still induces
a large shear strain.

2.1.1 Austenite and martensite

The existence of two phases, one stable at low and one at high temperature, is a
necessary precondition for martensitic transformation. The high-temperature
phase is called the parent phase or austenite, named after English physicist
Charles Austen, and typically possesses a centred cubic structure. The low-
temperature phase is called the product phase, or martensite, named after
the German physicist Adolf Martens. A schematic aspect of martensite and
austenite crystals is reported in Fig. 2.1.

Since the martensitic phase has typically a lower degree of crystallographic
symmetry than the austenitic phase, the inverse transformation from marten-
site to austenite runs in one specific way while there are several alternative
routes to multiple symmetry-related martensite variants; see the example in
Fig. 2.3b and Fig. 2.4b. This geometrical concept drives the shape-memory
effect.

The number ν of variants obtained depends on the change in symmetry
during the transformation:

ν = number of rotations in Pa

number of rotations in Pm
, (2.1)

where Pa and Pm are the symmetry groups of austenite and martensite,
respectively. The austenite crystal can transform into a mixture of martensite

3



.............................2.1. Thermoelastic martensitic transformation

Figure 2.1: Change in unit cell shape in Nickel-Titan alloy on martensitic
transformation from austenite (left) to martensite (rigt), where light gray dots
refer to titanium atoms and dark gray dots to nickel atoms. Adapted from [5]

variants; however, since the martensitic transformation shows some special
characteristics, see [6], the rows of atoms on the interface between the variants
are not broken so that the whole crystal remains coherent. The various
mixtures of variants, creating characteristic twin patterns, are termed the
microstructure of martensite.

2.1.2 Macroscopic perspective: hysteresis

Martensitic transformation takes place within a certain temperature range,
which is characterised by four transformation temperatures depending on the
direction of the thermodynamic process:.martensitic transformation start temperature Ms,.martensitic transformation finish temperature Mf ,. reverse transformation start temperature As,. reverse transformation finish temperature Af .

When the material is cooled from above Af to below Ms, the parent phase
transforms through an exothermic reaction into a low temperature phase
without change in shape, see Fig. 2.3b. In the interval from Ms to Mf ,
the temperature drop increases the volume fraction of martensite in parent
austenite until the full transformation, the composition and atomic order of
the parent phase are preserved. If the material is deformed below Mf , heating
up above As transforms the product martensitic phase via an endothermic
reaction into the high-temperature phase. The shape recovery starts at As

and ends at Af where the initial shape is recovered. Again, no change in
shape occurs when the temperature is cooled back below Mf , and deformation
below Mf must occur again to reactivate shape-memory. The difference of
transformation temperatures for forward and reverse transformation, see Fig.
2.2, is called transformation hysteresis. The hysteresis explains the one-way

4



.............................2.1. Thermoelastic martensitic transformation

Figure 2.2: Scheme of stress–strain hysteresis for shape-memory effect and
superelasticity of SMAs; taken from [7]

SME which is macroscopically viewed as a cancelation of the impressed
deformation. Typical magnitude values of hysteresis for shape-memory alloys
are in the small range of 20-40 °C [3] according to the alloy. The hysteresis
is caused by a different mobility of the austenite/martensite interface; this
microscopical explanation will be discussed further in detail.

2.1.3 Microscopic perspective: lattice deformation and
accommodation

The martensitic transformation occurs in such a way that the interface
between the martensite variant and parent phase becomes an undistorted and
unrotated plane, i.e. invariant plane or habit plan, in order to minimise the
strain energy. Crystalographically, the martensitic transformation consists of
two parts: the Bain strain, i.e. lattice deformation, and the lattice-invariant
shear, i.e. accommodation. For simplicity, assume a two-dimensional case
from now on.

The lattice deformation comprises all the atomic movements needed for
the phase transformation. Fig. 2.3 shows the progress of the structure from
austenite to martensite phase. The interface progresses one atomic layer,
until small coordinated movements, i.e., the Bain strain, assemble the new
martensitic structure. The new martensitic structure is of different shape and
often volume than the surrounding austenite, compare Fig. 2.3a and 2.3c;
for NiTi, the volume change can be neglected. Therefore, either the overall
shape of the new martensitic phase or the surrounding austenitic phase must
be modified to accommodate the new structure.

Accommodation is the second part of the martensitic transformation which

5



.............................2.1. Thermoelastic martensitic transformation

Figure 2.3: SME microscopically: cooling down austenite (a) leads to a formation
of twinned martensite (b) of the same shape, deformation of (b) by moving twin
boundaries leads to a change in shape. Heating of (b) or (c) leads to recovery of
austenitic structure and its original shape. Taken from [3]

Figure 2.4: Mechanism of shape accommodation due to atomic shear of marten-
sitic transformation: (a) slip (irreversible), (b) twinning (reversible); adapted
from [3]

ensures that the new martensitic structure has the shape of the original
austenite. In the two-dimensional model of Fig. 2.4, during austenite cooling
(Fig. 2.3 a), two variants of shear (Fig. 2.3b) are required to comprise the
new martensitic structure below Mf to restore the original overall shape of
the matrix. The introduced lattice-invariant shear can occur through two
mechanisms: twinning (Fig. 2.4b) and slip (Fig. 2.4a).

Twinning is a reversible shape accommodation mechanism dominant in
the SMAs; it is applicable only if no volume change is involved. Contact
of different martensite variants forms twin boundaries, see Fig. 2.3b . The
twin boundary is a mirror plane, i.e. atoms positioned on that boundary see
mirror views on both sides of the boundary. Since the atoms on the boundary
are bonded in a similar way as the atoms located outside the boundary, they
neighbour with the same number of atoms. Therefore, the twin boundaries

6



............................... 2.2. Superelasticity and pseudoplasticity

account for very low-energy interfaces, are quite mobile, and on top of that,
the stability of martensitic phase is only weakly affected by the number of
locations of these boundaries.

When comparing the edges of the structures in Fig. 2.4a and Fig. 2.4b,
all bonds in the twinned structure remain intact. If a stress is applied to
the structure shown in Fig. 2.4b, the different martensite variants in touch
on the twin boundary convert mutually to each other in a process called
martensite reorientation. In this way, the twin boundary moves and produces
a shape that better accommodates the applied stress. This means that the
shape accommodation is executed through martensite variant redistribution
in such a way that the opposite shear directions, twin-related with each
other, cancel out the shear deformation of the twins, and so minimise the
material deformation. In the ideal case, the twin variants condense into a
single favourable variant of martensite; the process is called detwinning. The
reversion of a martensite is just a reversal of crystallography: it undergoes
backward shear until the twinning, and at the end, the martensite itself
disappears. Note that twin boundaries refer both to boundaries within
martensite plates as discussed herein and to boundaries between adjoining
martensite plates.

Slip, i.e. shift of atomic planes, is a common accommodation mechanism
accompanying twinning in many martensites. Either it relaxes the stress
induced near the twin boundary due its insufficient compatibility or it occurs
as a next step during mechanical loading when the potential of twinning to
accommodate the external strain is depleted. Since slip requires breaking
atomic bonds, it is irreversible.

2.1.4 Summary: martensitic transformation supporting shape
memory effect

The mechanism of the SME is illustrated in Fig. 2.5a. At low temperatures,
including room temperatures, there are SMAs in the martensitic phase, where
their shape can easily be changed by twinning or detwinning. The deformation
is seen as a change in the fraction of the variants. Reorientation of martensitic
grains can lead to a detwinned microstructure. Heating above Af leads to
a transformation into an austenitic structure and recovery of the original
shape thanks to all variants of martensites originating from a single austenite
crystal. This is called a shape-memory effect. Repeated cooling below Mf

leads to the transformation back to twinned martensite, however, due to self-
acommodated structures without change in shape. The corresponding changes
in atomic structures during the martensitic transformation are depicted in
Fig. 2.5b.

2.2 Superelasticity and pseudoplasticity

Response of shape-memory alloy to loading, as depicted in Fig.2.2, manifests
itself on a macroscopic scale in two distinct characteristics: superelasticity

7



............................... 2.2. Superelasticity and pseudoplasticity

Figure 2.5: SME: (a) mechanism, (b) atomic arrangement during martensitic
transformation, where A is austenitic (parental) phase, M martensitic phase,
subscripts A and B refer to martensite crystals with different shear directions.
Adapted from [4]

and pseudoplasticity.
Superelasticity refers to a temperature-independent shape-memory. First, a

loading of austenite induces phase transformation into so called stress-induced
martensite (SIM). Further loading leads to a detwinning and change in shape of
the martensite. However, the crystal rearrengement is reversible and therefore,
when the martensite is unloaded, full recovery to austenite in the initial shape
occurs. Superelasticity is sometimes referred to as pseudoelasticity since,
unlike in case of true elasticity, the key element is not in the change of the
interatomic distances in the material but rather a change of the crystal lattice
type.

Pseudoplasticity refers to a temperature-dependent shape-memory. First,
a loaded austenite transforms into martensite again, however this time the
resulting martensite is stable and the deformed shape is preserved even
when unloaded, i.e., it seems that the material has been plastically deformed.
However, when the deformed martensite is heated up, it recovers the initial
shape of austenite. Recovery of the initial shape of austenite by subjecting
martensite to an increased temperature is referred to as the shape-memory
effect. The recoverable strains of typical shape-memory alloys are of the order

8



.............................................2.3. NiTi

of several percent [3].

2.3 NiTi

Scientific interest in shape-memory alloys was triggered by studies on NiTi
alloys. The first report on SME in Ti-Ni alloy in 1963 [9]. A series of NiTi
alloys was patented in the USA in 1965 by Buehler and Wiley employed at
the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL). That is where the name Nitinol
comes from, NiTi standing for the chemical symbols of the constituents, and
NOL is the laboratory acronym. However, despite the great shape memory
characteristics in general, for example having a shape memory strain of up to
8 % [10] compared to 4 - 5 % [10] of coper- and iron-based alloys, only a few
commercial articles were introduced in the 1960s and 1970s; for more details
of the history of NiTi development, see [5]. In 1989, SME and SE in NiTi
alloys were shown [11].

Regarding other properties of NiTi alloys, they demonstrate a great re-
sponse in terms of impact resistance and outstanding general structural and
workability properties. However, it was the near-perfect biocompatibility,
together with excellent corrosion resistance and thermal stability, that led
to an outburst in the NiTi implementation. These are the characteristics
required for long-term installations, inclusive biomedical applications such
as orthopaedic implants and cardiovascular stents. Furthermore, NiTi is
a nonferromagnetic alloy and therefore does not interfere during magnetic
resonance imaging-based surgery, whether in patient implants or surgical
tools. On the other hand, even though NiTi alloys are considered safe in the
human body, pure Ni is toxic and causes hypersensitivity, which drives the
development of Ni-free Ti-based alloys as a possible alternative for medical
applications.

SMAs are generally based on a bcc symmetry and a bcc or more often a
B2 structure. The ordering of NiTi atoms is depicted in Fig. 2.1 and in more
detail in Fig. 2.6. Martensite adopts austenite ordering during the martensitic
transformation; it is inherited ordering. The parent phase of NiTi has a CsCl
type B2 superlattice, while the product phase has a three-dimensionally close
packed structure, monoclinic or B19´, as depicted in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.6.
The main geometrical characteristics of the parent and product phases of
NiTi alloy are stated in the Tab. 2.1.

Lattice
parametres

Length
(Å)

Angle
(°)

Material
Martensite
Austenite

a
4.678
4.262

b
4.067
4.262

c
2.933
3.014

ab
90.00
90.00

bc
90.00
90.00

ca
98.26
90.00

Table 2.1: Characteristic lattice parameters for NiTi alloys [8] for austenite a,b
= c/

√
2 which is lattice correspondence cell of austenite, see Fig. 2.6; adapted

from [5]
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.............................................2.3. NiTi

Figure 2.6: Crystal structures of the parent (B2) and martensite (B19´) phases
and the lattice correspondence between the two phases; taken from [4]

Figure 2.7: Crystal structure of the R-phase: (a) B2, (b) R-phase formed by
elongation along one of <111> directions of B2 lattice; taken from [4]

In NiTi can occur, depending on heat treatment and alloy composition,
a multistep martensite transformation with an intermediary phase formed
upon cooling prior to the martensitic transformation. The intermediary
phase is a rhombohedral phase, called the R phase. R phase is considered
to be a martensitic transformation with low hysteresis and a small memory
effect; for the R phase to appear, Ms must be lowered by some means. The
microstructures that cause the R phase are explained in [12, 13].

The gradual decrease in temperature first transforms the austenitic B2
phase into the R phase and the martensitic B19´ phase. The R phase can be
formed by elongating along any one of the <111> direction of the B2 struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Since transformation hysteresis is much greater in
the transformation B19´to B2 than in transformation R to B2, the reverse
transformation omits the R phase. The R transformation is characterised by
a small lattice distortion compared to the martensitic transformation. The
small transformation strain (deformation) in the R-phase (∼1%) compared to
B19´(∼8%) [14] leads to R-phase stabilisation at the expense of suppression
of B19´.

10



.............................................2.3. NiTi

The following factors support the existence of the R phase [15]:. Substitution of a few percent of Ni by Fe or Al. Reheating after low-temperature deformation. Formation of precipitates Ti3Ni4 by ageing NiTi with a high Ni content

NiTi-based alloys are near-equiatomic and have the following properties:.Ms temperature is dependent on the Ni content; see Fig. 2.8; The
maximum possible temperature Ms is around 70 °C, below 50% Ni
remains the Ms maximal independently of the composition, with an
increase in the Ni content above at. 49.7% Ni the Ms decreases. Strain induced by the martensitic transformation shows a strong orienta-
tion dependence [16, 17, 18]; generally the most favourable martensite
variant grows to induce the maximal reversible transformation strain. Stress-strain curves and consequently elastic moduli are temperature
dependent [19]. For monoclinic martensite, as is in the case of the B19´ phase in NiTi,
there exist 24 different crystal orientations, i.e. variants, with respect to
B2 austenite. [20, 6]

Figure 2.8: Ni content dependence of Ms temperature: (a) in atomic percent,
taken from [5], (b) in mole fraction, taken from [15] which adapted [21]. The
various symbols correspond to various experimental measurements, the line
corresponds to a thermodynamic calculation

2.3.1 NiTi thin films

SMAs demonstrate prolonged periods of heat transfer in bulk. However, they
are often used as actuators which are elongated by the means of martensitic
phase transformation. Therefore, shorter period of heat transfer in order to
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obtain fast response to temperature change is desirable. Such an improvement
can be mediated by utilizing thin films since, compared to bulk, SMA thin
films show significant changes in properties during phase transformation.

Large forces for actuation and large displacement makes the NiTi thin
films favourable for applications in MEMS focused on microactuators [22],
e.g. cantilevers, microvalves, microgrippers, springs, etc. Also, since NiTi
thin films are sensitive to changes in environment such as temperature and
stress, they can be utilized in microsensors [23, 24].

Sputtering was studied since the early 1990s as a possible deposition method
to fabricate high quality thin films which would possess stable shape-memory
characteristics and endure high stress to be used in practical applications [25].
Metallurgical factors and sputtering conditions strongly affect transformation
and shape memory characteristics of sputtered NiTi thin films, for more
details see [26, 27]. For an equiatomic NiTi thin film, the maximal elongation
accounted for more than 40 % and for martensitic phase, the yield stress can
be as high as 600 MPa and fracture stress can reach up to 800 MPa [28].

NiTi thin films prepared by epitaxy enable studying of NiTi monocrystals
which are normally not available. While in polycrystals only an effective
elasticity can be determined, study of such an epitaxial film may allow to
find elastic constants of the martensite unit cell.
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Chapter 3
Wave propagation in solids

If elastic waves propagate through an anisotropic solid, such as a crystal, with
dimensions much larger than those of the beams of the waves propagating
through, the crystal can be regarded as a continuous medium. The propaga-
tion of elastic waves through such a medium will be discussed in detail, based
on [29] if not stated otherwise.

3.1 Hooke´s law

Exposure of material to external forces, i.e., a mechanical contact at the
surface or an applied field in the volume, can induce a relative displacement
of the particles to each other; the gradient of displacement dui/dxj is nonzero.
The emerged deformation can be described with a strain tensor Sij of rank
two. Since the strain excludes by definition an overall movement retaining the
distances between the particles, i.e. translation or rotation, the small-strain
tensor, i.e. strain tensor assuming small deformations, must be symmetric:

Sij = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
. (3.1)

The displaced particles in the deformed solid are subjected to intermolec-
ular mechanical traction forces, which tend to restore the original state of
mechanical equilibrium. Mechanical traction T (l) on a surface with arbitrary
orientation l is described with a stress tensor Tij of rank 2. In the absence of
externally applied torque, the tensor is symmetric Tij = Tji, with only six
independent components:. normal to faces Tii representing traction or compression,. tangential Tij representing shear forces.

When the external forces responsible for deformations are removed, an
elastic solid returns to its initial state of zero strain and stress. Since small
deformations are assumed, elastic behaviour is well described by a first-order
term of a Taylor expansion for the relation between strain and stress. Since
Tij(Sij = 0) = 0, the Taylor expansion becomes a one-to-one relation between
strain Sij and stress Tij in an elastic solid, and Hooke´s law takes form:
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......................................... 3.1. Hooke´s law

Tij = cijklSkl. (3.2)
The linear relation between the second-rank tensors Tij and Skl is expressed

by a fourth-rank stiffness tensor cijkl. Due to the symmetry of Tij and Skl,
the elastic constants hold cijkl = cjikl and cijkl = cijlk. Consequently, the
Hooke law in terms of displacements takes the form:

Tij = cijkl
∂ul

∂xk
(3.3)

and the number of independent elastic constants is reduced from 81 to 36.
Voigt notation reducing order of symmetric tensors by defining new indices
α(ij), β(kl) as functions of the original indices i, j, k, l:

1 ↔ (11) 2 ↔ (2) 3 ↔ (33)
4 ↔ (23) = (32) 5 ↔ (13) = (31) 6 ↔ (12) = (21)

(3.4)

can be applied. Both notations cαβ = cijkl can describe the 6x6 matrix of 36
independent elastic moduli. Energetic considerations lead to further symmetry
of elastic constants about the main diagonal: cαβ = cβα, consequently the
matrix takes the form:

cαβ =



c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
c12 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26
c13 c23 c33 c34 c35 c36
c14 c24 c34 c44 c45 c46
c15 c25 c35 c45 c55 c56
c16 c26 c36 c46 c56 c66.


(3.5)

As seen, the 36 independent components are further reduced to 21, which
is a maximal number for a crystal whose centre of symmetry imposes no
restriction, meaning triclinic. Crystal symmetry can further reduce the
number of independent components.

3.1.1 Effect of crystal symmetry on the number of
independent elastic constants

Each crystal structure belongs to one of 32 crystal classes according to its
symmetry elements. Symmetry affects the stiffness tensor: the higher the
symmetry, the less independent components.

The monoclinic system with a dyad axis, direct or inverse, leads to 13
independent constants:

cαβ =



c11 c12 c13 0 0 c16
c12 c22 c23 0 0 c26
c13 c23 c33 0 0 c36
0 0 0 c44 c45 0
0 0 0 c45 c55 0

c16 c26 c36 0 0 c66.


(3.6)
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..................................... 3.2. Christoffel´s equation

The tetragonal system leads to 6 independent constants:

cαβ =



c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c11 c13 0 0 0
c13 c13 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c66.


(3.7)

The cubic system with at least four triad axes and three direct dyad axes
leads to 3 independent constants:

cαβ =



c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c12 c11 c12 0 0 0
c12 c12 c11 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c44.


(3.8)

3.2 Christoffel´s equation

A combination of an equation of propagation through a solid, where the
displacement ui of an arbitrary point with coordinates xk varies with time as
ui = ui(xk, t), with the Hooke law leads to a wave equation:

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2 = cijkl
∂2ul

∂xj∂xk
. (3.9)

One possible solution of the wave equation has the form of a plane wave:

ui = ◦uiF

(
t − njxj

V

)
, (3.10)

where ρ is a solid density, ◦ui is wave polarisation, V is a phase velocity,
and n is a unit vector of direction of propagation. Substitution of the solution
into the wave equation leads to Christoffel´s equation:

ρV 2◦ui = Γil
◦ul, (3.11)

where Γil = cijklnjnk is symmetric Christoffel´s tensor of rank two, ◦ui is
an orthogonal eigenvector of Γil and γ = ρV 2 is a positive eigenvalue. To
conclude, solving the Christoffel equation provides characteristics of the plane
wave propagating in direction n in a crystal with stiffness cijkl:. a phase velocity in the form of the eigenvalue of the Christoffel´s tensor

Γil. a polarization, i.e. the direction of displacement, in the form of the
corresponding eigenvector of Γil.
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Figure 3.1: Deformation of a crystalline lattice during propagation of a longitu-
dinal wave parallel to the row vector a; taken from [29] It is sufficient to consider
the displacements of the atoms in one row.

Since Christoffel´s equation consisits in fact of three homogeneous equations,
the solution provides three phase velocities for a given direction. Therefore,
in one direction three plane waves can propagate with different velocities and
mutually orthogonal polarizations, as discussed in subsection 3.2.1 below.

Note that the symmetry of the crystals in which propagation takes place
in a specific direction affects the number of components of the Christoffel´s
tensor as it affects the number of independent components of the stiffness
tensor.

3.2.1 Wave polarisation

Wave polarisation, i.e. the atomic displacement direction with respect to
propagation direction, can be both longitudinal, i.e. parallel to the prop-
agation direction n, and transverse, i.e. perpendicular to the propagation
direction n, see Fig. 3.1 (longitudinal polarisation along basis vector a of the
atomic lattice, transverse polarisation along one of the basis vectors b or c).
With each polarisation are connected different restoring forces; therefore, for
a propagation along a, as in Fig. 3.1, there are three distinct wave types:. longitudinal wave L, polarised along a,. transverse (shear) wave T1, polarised along b,. transverse (shear) wave T2, polarised along c.

In a special case of crystalographically equivalent directions b and c, the
two transverse waves propagate along with the same velocity. Propagation of
the three waves along b or c is also possible, however, with different velocities
due to a phase velocity dependence on the wave vector direction. Purely
longitudinal or transverse waves are quite rare, as, generally, the displacement
vector u points in a direction other than parallel or perpendicular to the
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Figure 3.2: Propagation in an anisotropic crystal; taken from [29]. In general,
three plane waves can propagate in the same direction n, each with its charac-
teristic velocity. The one whose polarisation (material displacement) ◦u(1) is
closest to the wave vector n is called a quasi-longitudinal wave. Its velocity is
usually higher than that of the other waves, called quasi-transverse, which have
polarizations ◦u(2) and ◦u(3). The three vectors ◦u(1), ◦u(2), ◦u(3) are mutually
perpendicular.

propagation direction n, i.e. the wave vector k; see Fig. 3.2. If the wave
vector is inclined for example again to the vector a, according to the wave
polarisation position in relation to the propagation vector, still three waves
propagate:. one quasi-longitudinal wave qL, with polarisation closest to the propaga-

tion vector n,. two quasi-transverse waves qT, with polarisation perpendicular to qL
and mutually differing velocities.

3.2.2 Characteristic surfaces

In a crystal, the (quasi) longitudinal wave propagates with velocity VL = V1
and the (quasi) transverse waves propagate with velocities VT = V2, V3, where
V2 ̸= V3. In an isotropic solid, because the tensor Γ is independent of the
propagation direction, there are only two velocities:

VL =
√

c11
ρ

, VT =
√

c44
ρ

=
√

(c11 − c44)
2ρ

. (3.12)

The (q)L waves propagate faster than the (q)T waves in a crystal; in an
isotropic solid holds:

VT <
VL√

2
. (3.13)

The propagation of elastic waves in crystals can be visualised with several char-
acteristic surfaces as a function of direction; three surfaces for an anisotropic
solid and two spheres for an isotropic solid.
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Figure 3.3: Slowness surface of cubic system illustrated for silicon (m3m,
anisotropy factor 1.565) in the (001) plane; taken from [29]

When from an origin O there are vectors drawn for different directions
V = V n with length equal to the phase velocity V of waves having wavefronts
perpendicular to the propagation directions n, the ends of the three vectors
corresponding to one quasi-longitudinal wave (V1) and two quasi-transverse
waves (V2, V3) compose the velocity surface.

The velocity surface is related by the inversion through the origin to the
slowness surface. In addition to the inverse phase velocities (1/V1, 1/V2,
1/V3), the slowness surface provides information about the direction of energy
flow as the energy velocity is normal to the slowness surface at all points.
Consequently, if the plane of the slowness surface drawing is also a symmetry
plane for the elastic properties, it contains the surface normal and hence
the energy vector. The propagation direction is specified by the two polar
angles θ and φ. An example of slowness surface, obtained by solving the
Christoffel´s equation for a cubic system of silicone when the propagation is
along the cube face, is depicted in Fig. 3.3-

When from an origin O are for different directions drawn energy velocity
vectors V e showing the directions of energy transport, i.e. the directions of
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acoustic rays, the locus of points traced by the end of these vectors defines a
wave surface.

The energy velocity V e
i for a displacement with unit magnitude, ui = 1

shows the direction of energy transport and can be calculated using the
following formula:

V e
i = cijkl

◦uj
◦ulnk

ρV
. (3.14)

Since Ven = V , a projection of the energy velocity onto the propagation
direction is equal to the phase velocity, consequently the phase velocity is at
most equal to the energy velocity.

To conclude, free propagation of elastic waves in a crystal is preferably
characterised by the simplest of the surfaces, the slowness surface, see [31] for
more details. The slowness surface is composed of three surfaces. For each of
the three types of waves (L, T1, T2), each slowness surface shows the inverse
phase velocity for a given direction as well as the direction of energy flow.

3.3 Guided waves

Bulk waves are assumed to propagate without encountering any boundaries
in the crystal. The presence of a surface or interface in the crystal leads to a
reflection accompanied by a change of direction and often wave type. A wave
propagating by reflection between two parallel surfaces of a plate or along a
free simple surface is called a guided wave.

Figure 3.4: A semi-infinite crystal with a surface plane (x1, x3) located in the
region x2 > 0. If the broken line defines a surface plane as well, the crystal is
bounded by two parallel planes; taken from [29].

Assume a crystal as pictured in Fig. 3.4 . The (x1, x2) plane, containing
the surface normal and the propagation direction x1, is called a sagittal plane.
If the crystal has properties constant in time and along the propagation
direction x1, linear behaviour and no attenuation, the normal modes have
the following form:

ui(xi, t) = u0(x2, X3)ei(ωt−kx1), (3.15)

where ui is one of the components of the mechanical displacement u. From
equations of propagation, where the unknown are three components of mechan-
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ical displacement, and from boundary conditions imposed by the structure are
derived various propagation modes at the given conditions. Crystal symmetry
can make the equations split into two independent parts; two special families
of modes emerge:.modes with displacement components contained in the sagittal plane,.modes with a single transverse component parallel to the surface.

Without crystal symmetry, the two types of modes combine. Let us consider
a simple case in which the sagittal plane (x1, x2) is normal to a dyad axis,
which is thus along x3. Two specific cases are considered, a direct A2 or
inverse axis normal to the sagittal plane, the latter being equivalent to a
mirror plane M parallel to the sagittal plane. The conclusions, types of waves
propagating in the directions and their characteristics, are summarised in the
Tab. 3.1:

Sagittal plane orientation ⊥ A2 ∥ M

Type of wave P2 TH
Wave polarization in the plane (x1,x2) u3
Displacement component u3 = 0 u1 = u2 = 0
Mechanical stress component T22, T12 ̸= 0, T32 = 0 T22, T12 = 0, T32 ̸= 0

Table 3.1: Type of elastic waves propagating in two special cases, sagittal plane
perpendicular to A2 or parallel to M , adapted from [29]. A2 is a direct axis of
even order, M is a mirror plane, TH denotes transverse horizontal wave with
polarisation u3 and P2 wave polarised in the sagittal plane. The plane (x1,x2) is
sagittal plane.

The above results relate to a variety of structures. For the two symmetric
cases, specific wave types propagating in various waveguides are discussed in
following sections in detail.

3.3.1 Free surface

The simplest propagation medium is an isotropic semi-infinite solid with a
free surface.

Rayleigh wave R2 is polarized in the sagittal plane and has two displace-
ment components. The mechanical stresses T12 and T22, zero on the free
surface, couple the two components u1 and u2. Therefore, the decrease in
u2 with depth implies a decrease in u1, and the Rayleigh wave remains close
to the surface as it propagates and is guided along the surface. However,
since the two displacement components have a phase difference of π/2, the
polarisation is elliptical, and so their amplitudes decrease with depth at
different rates. The undulation of the surface, caused by wave propagation,
extends to a depth of the order of wavelength λ, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Considering that the solid behaves less rigidly in the absence of material
above the surface, the Rayleigh wave velocity VR is slightly less than the
velocity VT of the bulk transverse waves.
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Figure 3.5: Rayleigh wave R2 in an isotropic semiinfinite solid, where s is the
free surface and n is the propagation direction: a) Decrease of the longitudinal
and transverse components u1 and u2 with depth, b) Displacement of the surface;
taken from [29]

Figure 3.6: TH- type surface wave with transverse horizontal polarization. The
surface of the solid remains flat; taken from [29]

Transverse horizontal wave TH has an amplitude that decreases with
depth. The penetration depth, some tens of wavelengths, is always greater
than that of Rayleigh waves; see Fig. 3.6.

If the symmetry elements (A2 or M) of the crystal are orientated differently,
numerical calculations are needed. A generalized Rayleigh wave R3, coupling
R2 and TH waves and thus having three components of displacement instead
of two, propagates near the surface. The velocity depends on the crystal cut
and the direction of propagation.

Pseudo-surface wave, or pseudo-Rayleigh wave, arises when crystal´s
anisotropy causes the Rayleigh wave to move faster than the bulk vertically
or horizontally polarised transverse waves (TV, TH, respectively). .

In case of a crystal with a cubic symmetry, the TV wave velocity is
independent of direction, while the quasi-TH wave velocity VT H(θ) is direction
dependent - θ is the angle between propagation direction and plane [100]- and
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it holds VT H(0) = VT V . Since the TH wave propagates in a direction given
by the planes of symmetry (010) and (110), it is not coupled to the Rayleigh
wave´s displacement confined to the sagittal plane while propagating along
[100] or [110]. The velocity of such a Rayleigh wave may be higher than that
of the TH wave. The size of anisotropy factor A affects the relative velocities
of the propagating waves:.A < 1 and VT H [110] > VT V , see Fig. 3.7a The TH-wave velocity VT H(θ)

increases with θ with a maximum value in the [110] direction. Due to a
weak coupling between the TH wave and the Rayleigh wave, VR(θ) < VT V.A > 1 and VT V > VT H [110], see Fig. 3.7b. With increasing θ, the
TH wave velocity VT H(θ) drops with θ to a minimal value along the
[110] direction, where VT H < VR(π/4), while the coupling between the
two waves increases. When the TH and Rayleigh waves encounter, the
Rayleigh wave degenerates into two waves, the original Rayleigh wave
with VT H < VR and a new surface wave, called pseudosurface wave, with
VR > VT H and no confinement near the surface due to supporting the
increase in the TH wave.

Figure 3.7: Propagation of surface waves, of type Rayleigh (R) or pseudo-
Rayleigh (PR), along the (001) plane of a cubic crystal. The anisotropy factor A
is: a) less than, or b) greater than unity. Where the Rayleigh wave is denoted
by a cross, it is not coupled to the bulk TH wave, so its velocity can be greater
than VT H ; taken from [29]

3.3.2 Plate

Lamb wave L2 is an analogue of a Rayleigh wave, however unlike the
Rayleigh normal guided wave with two components propagating through a
free surface, the Lamb wave propagates through a free plate, i.e. an isotropic
solid bounded by two parallel free surfaces. While the Rayleigh wave R2
propagates independently on each free surface if the thickness is much larger
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than the wavelength λ, when the thickness of the plate h becomes comparable
to λ, the longitudinal and transverse components of the R2 waves are coupled,
leading to symmetric or antisymmetric deformations of the plate, as in Fig.
3.8.

The isotropic plate is also a waveguide for the transverse TH wave, Fig.
3.9.

A free-surfaced crystalline plate, with one of the symmetries considered
above, can guide waves of type L2 and TH, plus, if h ≫ λ, the R2 waves.

Figure 3.8: Lamb waves in an isotropic plate, showing deformations of the plate
ofor: a) symmetric mode and b) antisymmetric mode; taken from [29]

Figure 3.9: Another mode of the plate, the purely transverse TH wave. The
mode of order zero is shown; taken from [29]

3.3.3 Film-substrate system

A film on a substrate, with a free surface on one side and a solid-solid interface
on the other, can be considered an intermediate case between the free surface
and a plate between two planparallel surfaces. In this case, the energy of the
wave propagates partially in the film and partially in the substrate.

Since the penetration depth of surface wave typically depends on its wave-
length (and thus, frequency), the influence of the substrate changes. It can
be neglected if wavelengths much shorter than the film thickness are used,
which allows a direct study of the film properties. On the other side, the
influence of the film can be neglected if the wavelengths are much longer than
the film thickness.

Nevertheless, even the intermediate frequencies (i.e., wavelengths compara-
ble to the film thickness) can be used to characterize the film properties in
the case of known substrate elastic properties.

The character of the frequency dispersion depends on the velocity of wave
propagation in the film relative to the substrate.
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Fast film on slow substrate

If the Rayleigh-type SAWs propagate faster in the film than in the substrate,
the Rayleigh-type SAWs velocity increases with an increasing frequency until
the the frequency is sufficient for the Rayleigh-type SAWs velocity to match
the bulk qT wave velocity in the substrate, at which point the Rayleigh-
type SAW gradually transforms into the qT wave in the substrate and does
not propagate on higher frequencies – until such high frequencies where the
substrate influence is suppressed. Therefore, only limited information is
available on Rayleigh-type SAW frequency dispersion in a given frequency
region.

Slow film on fast substrate

If the Rayleigh-type SAWs propagate slower in the film than in the substrate,
the low frequency Rayleigh-type SAWs begin propagating with a velocity of
the substrate, since the penetration depth (scaling with wavelength) is large
and thus the film has only little influence. Increase in frequency, corresponding
to shorter wavelengths, weakens the substrate influence and the velocity of
Rayleigh-type SAWs drops gradually to the level of the Rayleigh-type SAWs
velocity in the film, see Fig. 3.10.

Sezawa waves are another wave modes which occur at certain cut-off
frequencies and propagate with velocity higher than the Rayleigh wave but
lower than that of the bulk waves in the substrate. The character of Sezawa
waves is similar to that of the Rayleigh wave, but Sezawa waves have more
pronounced longitudinal displacement and are thus faster. They oscillate in
the film itself and attenuate quickly into the depth of the substrate.

The Love wave, shown in Fig. 3.11, is a dispersive transverse horizontal
wave which propagates in a system where the bulk transverse wave in the
film is slower than the bulk transverse wave in the substrate.

Although an analytical model for calculation of wave velocities in isotropic
film-on-a-substrate systems was presented [32], it leads to sets of equations
which are typically solved numerically. For anisotropic systems, the problem
is more complex as the wave modes couple together in non-principle directions,
and thus other calculation approaches are necessary. An approach based on
the Green’s function can be used [30]. Another possibility is a numerical
Ritz-Rayleigh method described in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.10: Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh (the lowest branch;
RW) and various orders of Sezawa (the higher branches; SW) waves in a slow-
on-fast system of WC film on silicon substrate, where qi is the surface wave
vector (otherwise marked as k||) and d is the film thickness. Measured data
for various film thicknesses and scattering angles is shown by the symbols, the
lines represent the computed best fit to the experimental data, taken from [33].
While the displacement field of RW extends mainly near the free surface, it
extends throughout the film in case of SW and descends exponentially in the
substrate. Due to the RW localization close to the film surface to which the
surface dynamical response pertains, RW has a higher intensity than SW. The
higher the qid, the more SW is supported by the film.

Figure 3.11: The Love wave, a transverse wave propagating in a layer and
its supporting substrate, provided VT > V f

T . The penetration depth into the
substrate is high at low frequencies, when λ ≫ h; taken from [29]
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Chapter 4
Laser-ultrasonics

In this chapter are described generation of the various types of elastic waves
introduced in chapter 3 and detection of the surface mechanical displacements
caused by these elastic waves.

4.1 Photothermal generation

The Nd:YAG laser is one of the most common optical sources exploited
for generating elastic waves in metals. Laser light pulses focused in a line
on the surface of a semi-infinite solid act as a line source that generates
simultaneously various bulk and surface plane waves, see chapter 3.

The mechanical perturbations induced in the elastically isotropic material
by irradiation are depicted in Fig. 4.1. Perturbations localised on semi-circle
of radii VT t and VLt correspond to transverse (shear) and longitudinal waves,
respectively. Perturbations located on the free surface x3 = 0 at the distance
x1 = ±VRt correspond to the Rayleigh waves. Perturbation in the region
| θ |< θc, where θc is the critical angle defined relative to the free surface
normal as:

sin θc = VT

VL
, (4.1)

corresponds to a lateral wave, i.e., head wave, with wave fronts parallel
to the line LT in Fig. 4.1. The head wave propagates on the free surface
with the same speed as the longitudinal wave, therefore it is also called
the surface-skimming longitudinal wave, and its amplitude decreases with
distance from the source more rapidly than the Rayleigh wave (as its energy
radiates into the below of the surface, i.e. into the bulk).

There are two mechanisms of elastic wave generation, depending on the
power density of a light pulse that impacts a free surface of an opaque solid..The thermoelastic regime takes place when the power density I (W/m2)

of the laser pulse causes no melting; the local expansion occurs through
heating. The thermal expansion induces forces close to parallel to the
free surface, see Fig.4.2a.
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Figure 4.1: Wave fronts generated by a point or line source in a semi-infinite
isotropic solid; taken from [34]

Figure 4.2: Photothermal generation: a) Thermoelastic regime, b) Ablation
regime; taken from [34]

.The ablation regime takes place when absorption of a sufficient power
density leads to melting followed by vaporisation of a small amount
of material; the surface state is modified. Momentum transfer due to
particle ejections induces forces normal to the surface in the irradiated
zone, see Fig. 4.2b. The ablation regimes mostly generate longitudinal
elastic waves.

In reality, both regimes of photothermal generation are present; for more
information see [34]. In TGS, the thermoelastic regime is desired.

4.2 Transient Grating Spectroscopy

Transient grating spectroscopy (TGS; also known as impulse stimulated ther-
mal scattering (ISTS) [35]), as seen in 4.3, is an experimental laser-ultrasonic
technique exploited for contactless in situ detection of phase transformations
in an examined material.
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the TGS setup; taken from [36]

The used TGS set-up involves optical excitation of narrowband SAWs by a
Nd:YAG pump laser (1064 nm, pulse energy 200 µJ, nominal pulse duration
0.55 ns, pulse repetition rate 1000 Hz) and their detection by a probe laser
(532 nm, nominal pulse power 100 mW). Both laser beams pass through a
cylindrical lens and a diffraction grating.

The grating is optimalized to have a maximal diffraction efficiency at the
first diffraction orders for wavelengths of both laser beams, diffraction beams
of all orders except for the first-order beams are blocked. First-order beams
are projected by a 4F image system onto a sample surface with a 1:1 optical
magnification.

Crossover of the coherent diffracted first-order beams on the free surface of
the sample leads to interference. The spatial periodicity of the interference
pattern is determined by the angle of incidence which can be adjusted by the
transmission phase grating. Thus, simply changing the grating easily modifies
the periodicity of the interference pattern. The resulting periodic array
consists of pump laser beam lines spaced half a grating constant away; each of
the lines acts as a line-like thermoelastic source to excite SAWs. Consequently,
ultrasonic waves of constrained wave vectors are excited. Moreover, since the
cylindrical lens focusses the laser beams into an elliptical shape instead of the
original round shape, the excitation pattern has a prolonged, highly elliptical
shape, and thus imposes even stronger constraint on the excited k-vector of
the elastic waves.

The pulse laser energy spread over the array of photoacoustic sources
prevents local ablation of the sample surface. The possibility to induce only
reversible changes in the exposed surface together with the contactless nature
of the measurement makes TGS well suited for repeated measurements at
a single spot of a sample. Moreover, the pulse laser impact causes a local
increase in temperature small enough to provide a reliable and accurate
sample temperature control at the measured point.
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Figure 4.4: A diagram of probe beams in the Littrow configuration; taken from
[36]

The excited SAWs propagate in opposite directions and superpose on the
imposed surface into an array of standing waves with a dominant wavelength
equal to the source line spacing, half a grating constant, and a dominant wave
vector orientated perpendicular to the source lines. The array of standing
SAWs acts as a time-dependent grating for a simultaneous detection described
in the next paragraph. The time-dependent grating is also called transient
grating, giving name to the method.

The two continuous-wave (CW) probe laser beams, separated by the
diffraction grating and merged again on the sample surface, act as detection
beams. Depending on the relative phase difference between the excitation
and detection patterns, called the heterodyne phase, two grating modes
apply. Amplitude grating mode, occurring when the excitation and detection
patterns are precisely aligned on top of each other (i.e. in phase), refers to
change in reflectivity. Since the change in reflectivity is negligible in case
of irradiated metals, other grating mode is required. Phase grating mode
enabling detection of the surface displacements is reached with a disalignment
of the excitation and detection of their maxima and minima. The most
favourable for SAW measurements is heterodyne phase equal to π / 2 [37, 38].
Instead of fine-tuning the heterodyne phase itself, it is possible to adjust
the mirror M1 before each scanning measurement so that the excitation and
detection patterns are in such a relative position as to obtain a maximal
frequency-domain acoustic signal on the oscilloscope. Since the interference
patterns produced are exactly the same, the excitation and detection wave-
vector selectivity add up, and the sensitivity of the method to the given
wave-vector increases.

The CW probe laser beam covers multiple wavefronts of the array. The
probe laser beam diffracts on the wavefronts of the array and at the same
time reflects from the sample surface. As the Littrow configuration is applied
in the TGS setup and both first-order probe beams are symmetrical, each
of them diffracts in the direction of reflection of the other one, as depicted
in Fig.4.4. The standing-wave frequency is encoded in the form of intensity
modulations of the diffracted probe beam, whereas the reflected probe beam
serves as a reference in the following differential heterodyne detection.

A set of quarter-wave plate and a polarising cube split the pump and
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Figure 4.5: TGS signal of NiTi3100 at temperature of 111 °C, angle 20°, SAW
wavelength 10 µm: (a) measured time-domain signal, (b) frequency spectrum
calculated by FFT from time-domain signal (a)

probe beams. Only the probe beams pass through two high-speed Si pin
photodiodes that record the probe beam intensity modulations. Due to the
photodiode differential arrangement [39], the output voltages are subtracted,
removing the phase-independent part of the signal, and amplified with a
gain of 40 dB in the bandwidth range from 10 kHz to 2 GHz. Thus, the
signal-to-noise ratio is improved, allowing the detection of even very slight
out-of-plane oscillations of the examined surface. The signal, proportional
to the instantaneous out-of-plane displacement, is recorded with a Teledyne
LeCroy WaveRunner 640 Zi oscilloscope with a 4 GHz bandwidth and a
vertical resolution of 8 bits.

To determine the SAW velocities, time profiles of the transient grating
have to be obtained for each measured direction, see Fig. 4.5a. If, for each
measured direction, several thousands of time-domain waveforms are averaged,
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effective resolution is increased, and noise is reduced. Next, the averaged
signal is subjected to a Fourier transform and the dominant frequency, Fig.
4.5b, obtained is used to calculate the SAW velocity for a given wave vector
at any measured point according to the relation: v =λf, where λ is the
wavelength determined by the distance between source lines and f recorded
frequency.

Entering the frequency spectra obtained from TGS (as shown in Fig. 4.5)
for each measured angle (temperature) into one plot provides a so-called
frequency map. Due to the simple recalculation of the frequency axis to
velocity, a visualization of the frequency-domain signals and their evolution
with angle (temperature) can be obtained in the form of velocity map as
well. For visualization of the signal strength, the magnitude of the measured
FFT amplitude/ calculated velocity for each measured angle (temperature),
normalized to the overall highest value, is captured by colour code as shown
in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Ritz-Rayleigh numerical method

As discussed in the chapter 3, calculation of wave velocity in anisotropic
materials is a rather difficult task. Even more so for the guided waves, which
add boundary conditions to the problem, making it too complex to solve
analytically except for special cases. Thus, numerical calculations were used
to characterize the properties of Rayleigh waves in anisotropic materials [40].

A useful numerical approach was devised by Every et al. [41], calculating the
surface response to a source of disturbance using Green’s functions. Another
suitable numerical method, presented in this work, is the Ritz-Rayleigh
method, discussed by Stoklasová et al. [42].

The Ritz-Rayleigh method employs a discretization in the functional space,
which transforms the wave problem into a linear eigenvalue problem. Thus,
it can be used to determine SAW velocity for any direction of propagation in
anisotropic media of arbitrary class of symmetry and arbitrary orientation
of the free surface. Calculation of the velocities with the material properties
known is called the forward method.

In order to characterize elasticity of the sample, the inverse method is
needed, i.e., a method characterizing elasticity of the sample based on known
wave velocities.

Note that the coordinate system is renamed here as: xRR
1 = xW

1 , xRR
2 =

xW
3 , xRR

3 = xW
2 , where the superscript RR refers to chapter 5 and superscript

W to section 3.3.

5.1 Forward problem

Analogously to the transient grating described in chapter 4.2, propagation of
two plane waves propagating in opposite directions with identical wavelength
λ and frequency ω results in superposition into a standing wave – a resonance
of the free surface.

The resonant frequencies ω and corresponding modal shapes of displacement
u(x) of a resonating body can be determined by the functional characterization
by applying Hamilton´s principle. The variational condition has the following
form:

∂

∂uΛ(u, ω) = 0, (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Computational domain with boundary conditions; taken from [42]

where Λ stands for the Lagrange energy of the resonating body vibrating
harmonically at the frequency ω and is defined as:

Λ = 1
2

1∫
0

d∫
0

(
ρω2ui(x)ui(x) − cijkl

∂ui

∂xj
(x)∂uk

∂xl
(x)
)

dx1dx3, (5.2)

where cijkl is the material elasticity tensor in the chosen propagation direction,
i.e., acquired by linear transformation of elastic constants related to the
natural material coordinates into the orthogonal system of the considered
resonating body.

The resonating body is modeled by a computational domain, adapted
for the solved situation. The domain used for the surface-wave calculation
is shown in Fig 5.1. The domain is defined by three directions x1, x2, x3.
The domain size in the propagation direction x1 is unitary, which enforces a
harmonic solution with a unit wavelength in this direction. The harmonic
solution gives a periodic condition:

u(0, x2, x3) = u(1, x2, x3). (5.3)

The domain base is fixed by the condition in the form:

u(x1,x2, d) = 0. (5.4)

Thus, the domain depth, that is, the direction of the free surface x3 or
normal of the measured surface is taken such that fixed base does not affect
the surface-wave propagation. Although the typical penetration depth of
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SAWs in isotropic media is double the wavelength in direction x1, see section
3.3.1, this penetration depth can grow much larger for anisotropic media, and
for pseudo-SAW propagation in particular. Hence, the factor of d = 15 is
commonly used in the calculation.

Since the problem is restricted to SAWs that have a wavevector in the x1
direction, the solution is homogeneous in the direction x2 and the calculation
can be restricted to the x1x3 plane.

Translational symmetry in the x1-direction, enforced by the boundary
conditions, implies degeneracy in case of resonant solutions. This undesirable
degeneracy can be removed by placing one partial node of the steady wave
into a domain corner with an additional constraint:

u3(1, x2, 0) = 0. (5.5)

The displacement field of such domain is then discretized with polynomial
functions:

ui =
N∑

k=0

√
2αkiPk

(2x3
d

− 1
)

sin(2πx1) +
N∑

k=0

√
2βkiPk

(2x3
d

− 1
)

cos(2πx1),

(5.6)
where x1[0, 1], x3[0, d], Pk is a normalised Legendre polynomial of the k-th
order, and αki and βki are coefficients of the approximation. When the
function (5.6) is substituted back into equation for the Lagrangian energy
(5.2), which is further integrated in terms of harmonic functions and Legendre
polynomials, the (5.2) takes a new form:

Λ(α) = 1
2ω2αTMα − 1

2αTKα, (5.7)

where α is a column vector of coefficients αki and βki. A linear condition
on the coefficients α expresses the constraints defined on the computation
domain:

Cα = 0. (5.8)

Matrix M is an identity matrix multiplied by the material density ρ, and
matrix K is symmetric and positive semi-definite, with components linearly
dependent on cijkl.

Finally, the condition on Lagrangian´s gradient:

0 = ∇αΛ(α) = (ω2M − K)α (5.9)

solved as an eigenvalue problem, leads to stationary points of the Langrange
energy 5.7, i.e. bulk and surfaces resonances.

For each solution, ω represents the resonant frequency and can be recalcu-
lated to corresponding velocity as v = ω/2π. The eigenvector α represents
the modal shape of the calculated mode, given as coefficient of the functional
basis of discretized displacement field 5.6. This allows to recalculate the
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Figure 5.2: Computational domain for the film-substrate system with boundary
conditions; taken from [43]

modal shape of each calculated mode and characterize its corresponding
wavetype.

5.1.1 Calculation for the supported layer

The Ritz-Rayleigh forward method can be used to solve the wave velocities
in the layer-substrate system in a similar manner, as described in [44].

Main change is in the computational domain, see Fig. 5.2. The modified
domain consists of two sub-domains, one for the layer and one for the substrate.
Considering that the layers are of different materials and therefore of different
elastic constants, the constraints are influenced as well:. the functional basis remains the same, but each sub-domain has its own

discretization. periodic condition (5.3) and the condition on the domain base (5.4)
remains unchanged. the degeneracy-removing condition (5.5) is moved to the top of the layer
domain. and a new condition is set for the strain compatibility between the layer
and substrate:

ulay(x1, x2, hlay) = usub(x1, x2, hlay), (5.10)

where hlay is the height of the layer domain.
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Due to these changes, the equation for the Lagrange energy 5.2 changes
slightly, but the principles remain the same. The resulting eigenvector α is
then constructed from parts corresponding to both subdomains. For more
details, see [44].

5.2 The inverse problem

The elastic constants of material are determined by minimising the mismatch
between the computed and experimentally measured SAW velocity data sets.
It is reached by employing the inverse procedure, which executes iterative
repetitions of the forward problem solution and consists of three stages:

First, the forward problem, fed with a set of guessed elastic constants,
provides data set of wave velocities for all measured directions and wavemodes.

Second, an objective function is calculated – the objective function is
defined as:

F (c) =
∑

p

(
vcal

p (c) − vexp
p

)2
, (5.11)

where cj is a set of independent elastic constants, the superscript cal refers
to calculated values and the superscript exp refers to experimental values.

And third, a new set of elastic constants is determined by a gradient-
minimization approach.

The minimization problem runs iteratively, until a sufficient minimum of
the objective function is found, i.e., the agreement of corresponding calculated
and experimentally measured wave modes is satisfactory.

To characterize the error of the inverse-determined elastic constants, the
Hessian approximation of the objective function can be used [42, 45] as:

σj =

√√√√∑
i

(
αi

j

) 2F (cmin
j )

Nλi
, (5.12)

where αi and λi denote respectively the normalised i-th eigenvector and the
corresponding eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix d2F/d(ci)d(cj) calculated in
the minimum of F, and N is the number of fitted velocities. More details on the
inverse procedure can be found in [42], or specifically for the supported-layer
calculation in [44].
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Chapter 6
Characterization of NiTi thin films

6.1 Samples

Thin epitaxial NiTi films deposited on MgO substrate were provided by col-
leagues Klara Lünser and Sebastian Fähler from Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf. Their basic characterisation is described in the Tab. 6.1 and Fig.
6.1.

sample
name

film thick-
ness (µm)

Ms

(◦C)
Mf

(◦C)
As

(◦C)
Af

(◦C) substrate

NiTi3100
NiTi1680
NiTi1080

3100 ∓ 50
1680 ∓ 30
1080 ∓ 80

52.85
39.85
40.85

22.85
-0.15
7.85

53.85
16.85
30.85

93.85
72.85
82.85

MgO
MgO
MgO

Table 6.1: NiTi thin films properties

The characteristic temperatures of phase transformations were measured in
a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) with four-point resistivity
at a heating/cooling rate of 3 K/min and consequently recalculated to Celsius
degree. R-phase reportedly does not occur in the samples.

Microstructures of the thin films at room temperature, composed of various
martensitic variants, are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Generally, the higher the
thickness of the film, the more robust the variant domains. Given the epitaxial
conditions, the single-crystalline austenite at elevated temperatures grows
in 45° mismatch with respect to the substrate lattice. As the substrate is
(001) plane, so is the austenite. However, the [100] 1 direction of the MgO
substrate corresponds to [110] direction of the austenite.

1All directions are in Miller indices.
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........................................... 6.1. Samples

Figure 6.1: SEM pictures of the martensitic microstructures at room temperature
for the samples: (a) NiTi3100, (b) NiTi1680, (c) NiTi1080, provided by K.
Lünser
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.......................... 6.2. TGS of thermally cycled NiTi thin film sample

6.2 TGS of thermally cycled NiTi thin film sample

In order to verify the presence of the martensitic transformation in the
supplied samples and consequently correctness of the critical temperature
values as stated in Tab. 6.1, thermal cycling was carried out for one of the
thin films, NiTi3100, in the range of 111 °C - 5 °C - 111 °C. However, the
minimum temperature of 5 °C, i.e., well below Mf , was reached to complete
the martensitic transformation without stabilisation. Therefore, the TGS
measurement was obtained only at room and elevated temperatures of the
range of 22 °C - 111 °C.

(a): (b):

(c): (d):

Figure 6.2: Thermal velocity maps of thermally cycled NiTi3100 at 10 µm at
two various angles relative to the MgO substrate: (a) cooling at direction of [110],
(b) cooling at direction of [100], (c) heating at direction of [110], (d) heating at
direction of [100].

The velocity maps related to temperature as depicted in Fig. 6.2 show
for both measured directions, [100] and [110] relative to the MgO substrate,
three vibration modes. For all of them, the signal intensity gets reduced
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when NiTi3100 transforms from austenitic into martensitic phase. Since
identification of the critical temperatures of the transformation would not
be precise if based on the velocity maps, only the most intense signal from
each velocity map, i.e. the slowest mode, depicted in Fig. 6.2 was redrawn to
provide hysteretic curves for both measured directions, see Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Thermal hysteresis of the SAW velocity dependent on temperature
in NiTi 3100 measured relative to the MgO substrate at directions: (a) [110], (b)
[100]

The hysteresis depicts one thermal cycle measured in the range of 111 °C –
22 °C – 111 °C for directions [100] and [110] relative to the MgO substrate.
Based on that, the critical temperatures were approximated as As ≈ 60 °C,
Af ≈ 80 °C, Ms ≈ 45 °C, Mf ≈ 24 °C, which is in a relative agreement with
the characteristic temperatures obtained with the resistivity method in Tab.
6.1. Nevertheless, the behaviour varies for heating and cooling curves. The
cooling curve shows that the velocity decreases when cooling down to the
temperature Ms, which corresponds with the phonon softening when nearing
to the martensitic transformation [46, 47]. When the transformation begins,
the material hardens again (the velocity increases). On the heating curve the
material first softens as well, then a bump occurs and then hardens again.
The bump indicates a presence of small percentage of R-phase which was not
detected by the PPMS measurement.

The characteristic spiky feature on the heating curve at ∼80 °C in Fig.
2.2a occurs as a consequence of the intersection of Rayleigh-type and TH-type
waves as discussed below.

Angular measurement at room and elevated temperatures

Because only the strongest signal from velocity maps in Fig. 6.2 was utilized
and the hysteresis curves are different for the two measured directions, mea-
surements with angular rotation were conducted at two temperatures: at
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111 °C and at room temperature. The angular velocity maps in Fig 6.4 show
that the signals in Fig. 6.2 develop regularly with angle, confirming that
there are higher-order wave modes detected, which can be used for elasticity
characterization. For austenite at 111 °C, up to five modes were observed
and for martensite at RT four modes, see Fig. 6.4a, b, respectively. To
characterize the modes, Ritz-Rayleigh numerical method was applied; details
are described in the chapter 5.

An intersection of the transverse-horizontal and Rayleigh waves occurs in
austenite in [110]_MgO direction, which creates the spiky feature observed
in thermal evolution of the Rayleigh wave peak in Fig. 6.3a.

(a): (b):

Figure 6.4: Angular velocity maps measured by TGS for NiTi 3100 at 10 µm at:
(a) 111 °C, i.e., in austenite, and (b) room temperature, i.e., in martensite. The
angle 0° corresponds to [100]_MgO direction. Blue colour indicates tranverse-
horizontal wave, yellow Rayleigh-type wave and magenta Sezawa wave.

6.2.1 Ritz-Rayleigh calculation for the NiTi thin films

Due to the high number of detected wave modes in the measurement with
elevated temperature, it was possible to use the numerical inversion method,
see section 5.2, to gradually improve the guess on elastic constants of the
thin film by sequential association of detected signals and calculated modes.
From the strongest measured signal to the lowest, see Fig. 6.4, the modes
were characterized as the Rayleigh-type SAW (with most pronounced out-of-
plane displacement), two Sezawa modes (with higher velocity due to more
pronounced longitudinal displacement), and even first and second order
transverse horizontal modes. These can be seen in directions out of principal
axes, where they exhibit a slight out-of-plane displacement, allowing them to
be detected by TGS.

Thus, the full elasticity matrix of the NiTi thin film in austenite at 111 °C
can be provided:
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cαβ =



185.4 152.4 152.4 0 0 0
152.4 185.4 152.4 0 0 0
152.4 152.4 185.4 0 0 0

0 0 0 34.0 0 0
0 0 0 0 34.0 0
0 0 0 0 0 34.0.


(6.1)

The resulting values of the elastic constants are in agreement with the
values determined by ab initio calculations [48, 49]. The resulting Zener
anisotropy ratio 2 of the single-crystalline austenite is approximately 2.

Since a microstructure forms with cooling to martensite, the surface quality
is lower than for austenite, and one of the modes (the second-order transverse
horizontal mode) cannot be found in the measured spectra.

Moreover, since the substrate-film interface clearly influences the microstruc-
ture, see Fig. 6.1, lower symmetry of the martensite can be expected - there-
fore, tetragonal elasticity was assumed for the inversion method. Note that a
certain degree of caution is necessary for the inversion, more details in [44].

The resulting matrix obtained for martensite is:

cαβ =



193.8 116.9 118.0 0 0 0
116.9 193.8 116.9 0 0 0
118.0 116.9 195.3 0 0 0

0 0 0 17.8 0 0
0 0 0 0 17.8 0
0 0 0 0 0 20.3.


(6.2)

Since the expected accuracy of shear constants c44 and c66 is around 0.1
GPa [42], the difference of 2.5 shown in the elasticity matrix is a clear evidence
of the effective tetragonality of the martensitic microstructure.

Interestingly, the degree of anisotropy remains quite high in martensite,
with the generalized Zener ratio3 at 2.1 even slightly exceeding that of the
austenite. This is unexpected, considering that austenite is a single crystal,
while martensite possesses microstructure composed of various variants, and
deserves a thorough exploration in the future.

6.3 TGS of NiTi thin films of various thicknesses

To characterize the samples and martensitic microstructures formed in the
NiTi thin films of various thicknesses, see Fig. 6.1, the angular distribution
of TGS was measured for other samples. However, as shown in following
figures, the lower number of wave modes was detected for the other samples

2Zener anisotropy ratio A = 2c44/(c11 − c12)
3Zener ratio generalized for non-cubic lattices is defined as the ratio of the highest and

lowest velocity of the quasi-transverse wave mode.
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(a): (b):

(c): (d):

(e): (f):

Figure 6.5: Angular velocity maps at room temperature: (a) NiTi3100 at 20 µm
(raw signal), (b) NiTi3100 at 20 µm (median substracted from the background),
(c) NiTi1680 at 20 µm, (d) NiTi1680 at 10 µm, (e) NiTi1080 at 20 µm, (f)
NiTi1080 at 10 µm, where blue colour indicates transverse-horizontal wave,
yellow Rayleigh-type wave and magenta Sezawa wave. The angle 0° corresponds
to [100]MgO direction.
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than NiTi3100 since the low thicknesses prevent the propagation of higher
modes in the films. Thus, since additional information can be obtained
by frequency dispersion measurements with at least two various diffraction
gratings/wavelengths, measurements with the 10 µm acoustic wavelength were
complemented by measurements with other wavelength of 20 µm. Although it
would be beneficial to add a lower wavelength as well, the 5 µm measurements
showed high noise and added no significant information about the films - the
results of these measurements were thus omitted in this work.

While not necessary to characterize the film, NiTi3100 measurement with
20 µm was performed for information about expected results and calibration
with known results. The results are shown in Fig. 6.5a, where the slower
visible mode with velocity of ≈ 4 mm/µs demonstrates a Rayleigh character
while the faster one with velocity of ≈ 4.7 mm/µs is Sezawa mode. Only
after background correction by median substraction the very weak signal of
TH wave is observed, see Fig. 6.5b.

In the velocity maps of NiTi1680 measured with 20 µm, there are two wave
modes observed, one with velocity of ≈ 4.5 mm/µs and one with velocity
of ≈6 mm/µs, see Fig. 6.5c. However, a closer look at the slower velocity
mode reveals the presence of periodic discontinuities in the plot line. Such
discontinuities indicate wave-mode intersection. In this case, it is the Rayleigh
to pseudo-Rayleigh transition due to intersection with TH mode, see Fig.
3.7b, which allows for identification of the TH mode velocity at least at these
points (as it remains hidden in other angles). The higher mode of velocity
≈ 6 mm/µs is Sezawa mode, with more pronounced longitudinal character.

Velocity map of NiTi1680 at 10 µm depicts two modes with velocities of
≈ 4 mm/µs and ≈ 4.5 mm/µs, see Fig. 6.5d. The slower mode is again the
Rayleigh-type mode, with a pronounced out-of-plane displacement leading
to the strongest signal. The faster mode (Sezawa) has far lower amplitude
and more pronounced anisotropy, suggesting a slightly different character of
displacement, possibly more lateral character.

NiTi1080 at 20 µm supports seemingly two waves modes with velocities of
≈ 4.9 mm/µs and ≈ 7.3 mm/µs, see Fig. 6.5e. The higher intensity of the
lower mode indicates a Rayleigh character. The regularly located points of
lower intensity in the signal remind of points of intersection with TH mode;
however, it cannot be observed in any other way than these intersections
and is thus speculative. Two lines of the higher mode with stronger lateral
character, i.e. less intense, suggest a split Sezawa mode, however this is
also a hypothesis since their velocity is above that of the bulk qT wave in
the substrate, and thus these modes would be supersonic in terms of the
substrate-film system, see [30].

Velocity map of NiTi1080 at 10 µm depicts two wave modes, see Fig. 6.5f.
The lower mode with a velocity of ≈ 4.3 mm/µs is a Rayleigh-type mode,
while the higher mode of ≈ 5.2 mm/µs has more lateral character.

Generally, a maximum number of wave modes can be detected when the
film thickness is suitably large in relation to the wavelength used. Based on a
comparison of the three thin film samples measured at the two wavelengths,
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such a suitable ratio was reached for NiTi3100 at a wavelength of 10 µm,
which provided information on the angle dispersion of the highest number of
wave modes. A lower wavelength might excite further wave modes; moreover,
the suitable ratio of film thickness and acoustic wavelength shows a linear
dependence. Therefore, for a film with half the thickness, half the wavelength
is requiered to observe a similar behavior - which explains the similarity of the
velocity maps of NiTi3100 at 20 µm and NiTi 1680 at 10 µm. Unfortunately,
the measurement with 5 µm wavelength was not sensitive enough and high
noise in the velocity maps was observed. Thus, this remains a task for the
future research.

Nevertheless, the measurement of two wavelengths for each film provided
more information and wave modes to be studied. However, the inverse
characterization of the film’s elasticity of all samples is beyond scope of this
work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Elastic waves with frequencies of hundreds of MHz were excited and detected
by the transient grating spectroscopy in a contacless and thanks to the
dominant thermoelastic regime also non-destructive way. The obtained
frequency spectra of elastic waves propagating in the measured samples
were converted into so called velocity maps which provide information about
signal magnitude and its evolution with angle or temperature. Based on that
information, Ritz-Rayleigh calculations were executed in order to determined
the sample elasticity.

Three epitaxial thin films of NiTi - NiTi3100, NiTi1680 and NiTi1080, where
the number indicates the film thickness in nanometers, were investigated. NiTi
is an alloy exhibiting martensitic phase transformation which follows such
a set of rules that it can be reversible and therefore leads to shape-memory
effect. The epitaxial thin films are advantageous since the low thickness is
related to faster response to temperature change compared to bulk material
and the epitaxial nature may enable determination of martensite unit cell
elasticity which is unknown to date.

Thermal cycling of NiTi3100 was performed in the range of 5 °C to 111 °C.
Obtained hysteresis curves confirmed the martensitic nature of the phase tran-
sition and directional dependence and suggested presence of small percentage
of R-phase which is in contradiction with the PPMS measurement. Due to
the directional dependence, angular dispersion with wavelength of 10 µm was
measured for austenite at 111 °C and martensite at room temperature and five
wave modes in austenite and four wave modes in martensite were observed.
Based on that, the elasticity constants for both phases were calculated by
the Ritz-Rayleigh method. Austenite remains cubic even as an epitaxial film,
while the martensitic microstructure is strongly affected by the interface with
the substrate - leading to both dependence on the film thickness (with thicker
films forming thicker variants) and surprisingly strong elastic anisotropy (even
slightly exceeding that of the austenite).

Angular dispersion was measured as well for NiTi1680 and NiTi1080. Since
the thicknesses of the films were insuficcient for the propagation of higher
modes, frequency dispersion measurements with two various wavelengths, 20
µm and 10 µm (5 µm was not sensitive enough), were performed to obtain
additional information. However, further elasticity calculations are beyond
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scope of this work.
Based on comparison of angular dispersion measured for all the three

samples, it was demonstrated that the film thickness to wavelength ratio
providing information about the highest number of wave modes is reached
for the NiTi3100 film at 10 µm. Consequently, elasticity of the NiTi3100
film can be determined by the Ritz-Rayleigh numerical method from a single
velocity map of this dispersion, unlike in case of the thinner films. Moreover,
similarity of velocity maps of NiTi3100 at 20 µm and NiTi1680 at 10 µm is in
agreement with the linear dependence of the suitable ratio of film thickness
and acoustic wavelength.

In the further research, the explanation for the atypically high anisotropy
of martensite should be searched for. Also, it would be suitable to subject
the two thinner samples to surface Brillouin spectroscopy to substitute for
the lower number of wave modes available by TGS so that elasticity could be
reliably determined.
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